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M Group Services – quick introduction
M Group Services delivers a range
of essential infrastructure services
within the water, energy, transport
and telecommunications sectors in
the UK & Ireland

c. £1.7bn
TURNOVER

We have built and maintained
relationships with our clients over a
number of years and have a strong
culture that continuously focuses on
safety, operational delivery, efficiency
and customer service

240

L O C AT I O N S

We are committed to profitable
growth both organically and
through acquisitions

IN EXCESS OF

10,100
PEOPLE

Note: Financial year ends March 31. Source: Company and public information.

M Group Services, a trusted employer
to in excess of 10,100 skilled
specialists working from 240
locations, operates a divisional
structure aligned with its end markets

c. £6bn

ORDER BOOK

Energy Division
Services
Overview
The Energy Division focuses on two key markets, retail
covering data collection, aggregation and processing is central
for energy and water retailers to ensure correct customer
billing and regulatory compliance, and infrastructure covering
essential infrastructure services through long-term framework
agreements to utilities in the electricity and gas sectors in the
UK and Ireland.
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METER READING,
DATA MANAGEMENT, GAS,
ELECTRICITY & GREEN ENERGY
Data Retrieval

c. £830m

T U R N O VE R
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Energy Market Registration & Market Flow
Systems
Smart Metering Support Services

Gas & Electricity Transmission

3,700+

Transmission Networks (EHV Overhead Lines)
Gas & Electricity Distribution

PEOPLE

Net-Zero Solutions
District Heating

c. 22%

c. 15%

E NE RG Y RE T A I L
M A RK E T S HARE

E NE R G Y I N F R A
M A RK E T S HA RE

Years’Service

National Grid Gas/Cadent
Gas

Data Management Services

c. £360m

Selected Clients

Repair & Maintenance
Refurbishment
Specialist Engineering Services
Renewables & Connections

Western Power Distribution
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Bulb
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Thames Water
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Affinity Water
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ESG as a new language for sustainable business
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ESG as a new language for sustainable business

ESG from whose perspective…

ESG as a new language for sustainable business

Client
viewpoint

People
viewpoint

Investor
viewpoint

Governance
viewpoint

It is becoming a key differentiator and ‘must have’ for our clients across all our service sectors

It has the potential to help define business purpose and what we’re all part of

It is becoming increasingly valuable to investors and lenders

It is becoming a corporate discipline requiring new risk controls and mandatory reporting

So what is ‘it’…

What do we mean by ESG & Innovation..?

Delivering what we promise

E

Environmental:
While no two companies are identical in their approach, accelerating carbon net-zero, protecting the environment and biodiversity is both a client and investor priority. Good businesses minimise or remove the toll their activities take on the
local and global environment

S

Social:

G

Governance:

I

Innovation:

Encapsulates being a safe and equitable employer, enhancing human capital, protecting the supply chain and
delivering positive societal contributions

What are the risk reporting, monitoring and control environments within the business? Are they keeping pace with
changing disclosure requirements and adapting?

The means by which a company retains and develops its competitive advantage relative to the competition in the
sectors it operates within

Why does a good ESG rating matter…?

Why does a good ESG rating matter?
Who is looking..

What is a
‘good’ score worth..

To our
Clients

Client
winning &
retention

To our people..

Source: MGS Business Development Community

A
Good ESG
Score

Talent:
To our
Lenders

Borrowing
costs
reduced

(lower ESG risk)

Attraction
Retention
Development

Source: Goldman Sachs Investment Banking Division Dec.21

Delivering what we promise

Source: Listening to our people

To our
Owners

Higher
Company
Valuation

Source: McKinsey & Company 2020

How do we measure ESG..?

What does the measurement mean?

Delivering what we promise

Source: Sustainalytics ESG Rating Methodology 2021

What gets measured..?

What does M Group Services get measured against?
There are 18 individual Environment indicator categories covering:

E

• Environmental Management Policies, Systems, Certifications
• Green House Gas management & reduction policies, and forward programmes
• Carbon intensity management and measurement

There are 26 individual Social indicator categories covering:

Delivering what we promise

S
G

•
•
•
•

Social disclosure – gender pay for example
Social preparedness – working hours, diversity, discrimination, development
Health & Safety – management, performance, certifications
IT – data privacy, security, compliance

There are 11 individual Governance indicator categories covering:
•
•
•
•

Governance preparedness – Bribery & corruption, whistleblowing
Risk – identification and management
ESG reporting standards and verification
Political involvement, lobbying, tax disclosure

What areas are we focusing on....

Our focus.. an example of a big ESG topic that impacts us all
Example ‘E’ Indicator – Carbon
Reduction
What is SBTI? An internationally recognised
framework to measure and disclose carbon
reduction plans. We SBTI targets will underpin
nearly 40% of our ESG indicators

Delivering what we promise

Why does this matter..?
Of the 55 indicators the ‘E’ indicators linked
to SBTI are arguably the most far reaching
and significant to everyone on the
planet..

What does this mean in practice....

What will our SBTI pathway look like, what can we do next..?
Joining SBTI.. a key step in
forming our carbon
reduction plans..
We will follow a formal process.
MGS joined the Science Based
Targets Initiative in March this year

March
2022

Start..
• Carbon & Climate Change Team appointed

Delivering what we promise

• Deepen our understanding of supply chain (Scope 3)
carbon and GHGs
• Develop Divisional and Group reduction targets and
execution plans to underpin our client’s ambitions

Stop..
• Thinking that the issues
don’t impact us, and are
too big to solve
• Thinking that carbon
reduction always leads to
increased costs

Carry on..
• Measuring our carbon
• Looking for innovative ways to reduce our Carbon
Footprint and support our clients further
• Driving our Green Fleet plans
• incl. EV100 & HVO fuel role out
• Improving our ‘carbon literacy’ and understanding of
the topic

Part 1. Key ESG takeaways..

Delivering what we promise

We have high ambitions
and so do our clients

ESG indicators cover
many different but
linked topics

Is a new language of
sustainable business

High performing ESG
companies are better

Doesn’t measure what
we do, it measures how
we do it

Innovation will
play a key part in
our ESG
development>>

Part 2. The role of Innovation..

Delivering what we promise
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Part 2. The innovation ecosystem | a planet to people perspective
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The innovation ecosystem | influence directly where we can
Main message: We see
that much of our approach
to innovation already
aligns most directly to at
least seven of the United
Nations Sustainable
Development Goals..
.. this position is kept
under constant review

Delivering what we promise

Source: ESG Report 2020-21
MGS External Website
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The innovation ecosystem | differentiating for our clients
Main message: We are harnessing a rich and growing pool of innovation and best practice and see direct links to the UNSDGs and ESG
Knowledge transfer
mechanisms:
• Long term client
partnerships
• Working with our supply
chain
• Best Practice Forums
• SHEQT
• Streetworks
• Innovation Matrix (Extract)
Aligned with UN Sustainable
Development Goals
• Weekly ESG&I bulletins

>90

examples &
growing

• Collaboration with the
Supply Chain Sustainability
School

Five examples…

Exa m p le In n o va t io n (1) Mic h e ld e ve r Re c yc lin g Ce n t re

Delivering what we promise

Provides the means to reprocess and recycle material
gathered from road repairs for re-use in road
maintenance.
Key Benefits:
• Reduced carbon emissions
• Cost of disposal and purchase of new material
• Travel time, improving productivity and enhancing cost
and carbon efficiencies
• Cost saving anticipated to be up to £320,000 per year
• Meets Environment Agency requirements. A new,
sealed drainage system was built to fulfil their criteria
and the system is capable of holding all the water of a
one in 100-year storm event, with an additional 40%
capacity to cope with future climate change impacts

19

Exa m p le In n ova tion (2) Dig ital Twin – Varisim Delta
MWS is the exclusive supplier of the world’s largest deployment of a
digital twin, working with our partner, the Hydraulic Analysis Group.
VariSim Delta is a software system which can create a live, real-time hydraulic
model of a pipe network. The system creates a digital replica of physical assets
and processes.
Capable of completing millions of calculations per second with its own unique
pressure transient engine, VariSim Delta helps identify:
•
•
•
•

Customer behaviour
Network anomalies
Potential bursts
The condition of assets and pipes

Delivering what we promise

In turn, this improves:
•
•
•
•

Asset health
Water balance & quality
Reductions in leakage
Network design & resilience

Exa m p le In n ova tion (3) Hyd rotreated Veg etab le Oil (HVO)

Delivering what we promise

HVO is a low-carbon alternative to traditional diesel and
gas oils for plant equipment and fleet vehicles and has
been successfully utilised by Milestone Infrastructure.
Key Benefits:
• HVO is renewable, sustainable and 100%
biodegradable
• Reduces the carbon associated with fuel usage by 90%
• On Milestone’s A40 Oxford North Scheme, this is
forecasted to save 875 tonnes of carbon per year,
based on the current fuel usage of the scheme –
equivalent to planting 40,000 trees and 1,073 direct
flights from London to New York

In n ova tion e xa m p le (4 ) Virtu al Com m u n ity Hu b Ap p

Delivering what we promise

The Virtual Community Hub App is a 360° virtual meeting
room, in which digital information boards can be selected
to provide a wealth of information about projects or
schemes in that particular town, village or city.
Key Benefits:
• Improved customer experience through the
straightforward interface
• Cost and time efficiencies as users can access it on
their mobile devices
• Carbon savings from removal of the need to travel to
town halls or community centres for physical meetings

Exa m p le In n ova tion (5) Solar &Hyd rog en W elfare Un its
Solar & Hydrogen welfare units are site welfare facilities that operate
using the power generated from a hydrogen fuel cell and solar
panels.

Delivering what we promise

Key Benefits:
• Zero CO2 output (only waste is water)
• Reduction in noise pollution, providing a more positive customer
experience
• Highly popular with our field teams
• Renewable and sustainable energy solution

Exa m p le In n ova tion (6) Cu red -in -Place-Pip e (CIPP)
Morrison Energy Services, PMP Utilities and IWJS completed the first
CIPP installation on a live gas network. CIPP

Delivering what we promise

Key Benefits:
• A cost and time effective solution
• CIPP has a smaller carbon footprint
• Reduces expenditure and time delays for customers, as
lining avoids the need to excavate and replace the pipe
using conventional methods

www. m gr oupser vices. com
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